Computing for the Social Good Resources

Computing for the Social Good in Education (CSGEd) - is a community of like minded educators who strive to convey that learning about computing is a means for learning how to improve our world.

Community Leaders:
• Mikey Goldweber: Xavier University
  mikeyg@xavier.edu

• Lisa Kaczmarczyk: Lisa Kaczmarczyk PhD Consulting, LLC & Harvey Mudd College
  lisa@lisakacz.com

• Richard Blumenthal: Regis University
  rblument@regis.edu

• Johanna Blumenthal: The Harris Law Firm & Regis University
  johanna.blumenthal@gmail.com

The CSGEd movement is sponsored by ACM SIGCAS - the ACM Special Interest Group on Computers and Society: https://www.sigcas.org/
We urge all CSGEd community members to consider joining and participating in SIGCAS!

In addition to the articles referenced below in the short bibliography, the SIGCAS publication: Computers and Society frequently contains CSGEd community member contributions.
https://www.sigcas.org/publication/

The CSGEd community promotes the adoption of socially engaging programming projects throughout the CS curriculum. Contact Mikey Goldweber for questions or assistance with this.

The Humanitarian Free and Open Source Software (HFOSS) group is a SIGCAS and CSGEd related community whose focus is a bit more narrowly defined (http://foss2serve.org). Contact Greg Hislop (hislop@drexel.edu) or Heidi Ellis (ellis@wne.edu) for questions or assistance with HFOSS.

CSGEd Related Books:


Recent CSGEd-related Academic Papers: